Financial Inability Regrettably Causes Weekly Thresher

"The Thresher will appear once a week after Thanksgiving" and announced Alayne Tinsley Cole, editor, and Roger Bovens, managing editor, on Friday at a general staff meeting. The Wednesday issue will be a "memorial" issue and will be published on Friday only.

Stories for the Friday Thresher should be submitted by Tuesday noon. Wednesday noon is the latest deadline.

An editorial board of Dick Karg, recently elected assistant editor, Jan West, Mary Ann Mowhenny and Terry Maltzinger will be in charge of the makeup, content, and management of the weekly issue. "We regret our financial inability to continue two papers a week," said the Thresher editors, and we hope the quality of the Friday issue will meet with student approval."
Editor's Note: It is "Throwing It Out" to give these names to the rumers surrounding the monthly drink at the Thresher. Mrs. Hardy. We hope this will answer whether we are good for an additional rumeor of Mrs. Commons. AMTC

To Mr. and Mrs. Hardy and all others concerned:

In regard to my letter published last week, I am sure that the manner in which the business affairs of the Commons are handled, I would like to hereby publicly state the facts as I now understand them.

In the first place, all money affairs are carried out through the business office and none of the institution's money is handled by the Hardys. When Mrs. Hardy makes up the business expenses for the month are figured but was figured on the 44 days from which I mentioned last week. Then the number of days in that period are divided into the total expense for the period and the cost per day. This figure is then multiplied by the number of days in the month and the resulting figure is the board bill. For instance, the income of student employment which I mentioned last week amounted to $2035. This figure was not figured on the 44 days from which I mentioned last week, but was figured on the 44 days from which I mentioned last week. Then the number of days in that period are divided into the total expense for the period and the cost per day. This figure is then multiplied by the number of days in the month and the resulting figure is the board bill.

Mrs. Hardy receives a salary and her income in no way depends on the student employment. For instance, the income of student employment which I mentioned last week amounted to $2035. This figure was not figured on the 44 days from which I mentioned last week, but was figured on the 44 days from which I mentioned last week. Then the number of days in that period are divided into the total expense for the period and the cost per day. This figure is then multiplied by the number of days in the month and the resulting figure is the board bill.

The OLWS are sponsoring the Literary Anthology, which cannot be scored as a Literary meeting per se.

EB's Fulfill Lit Constitution Meeting Clause

This is the third lit seats box of the year and will appear in the last December paper. The OLWS...
The Thresher

10TH ANNIVERSARY — (Continued from Page 1)
Study The Voyage of Marianne on the German Stage.

1925

A couple of months after passing the oral examination for the Ph.D. degree, he wrote his thesis on Ireland and the Irish, and another on Anglo-Irish literature, the result of his stay in Ireland and of personal research. A much noticed article on The National Hymns of the Irish and another and many books and reviews from Dr. Freund’s pen appeared in the professional periodicals in these years. A list on the university libraries in foreign languages was a pedagogical contribution. Collaborating with one of his students, Dr. Freund translated George Morris’s Irish tale The Wild Goose into German. No less than 16,000 copies of this translation were printed by the famous Basel publishing firm in Leipzig.

The greatest honor in his whole career came to Dr. Freund in 1935 with the personal surprise visit in Marburg of the President of the Youth Institute who invited him in the name of the trustees to take charge of the German department. He performed the duties of this new office until 1945 when increasing pressure of his eyesight induced him to resign. While here in Boston he published, in 1935, an edition of the

BE ETHICAL!

SAM (In person)

I tell the Freshmen who advise they will not make mistakes that they will not make mistakes because they're better smokers.

Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother! Why? Because Luckies are made better to taste better. And, what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco. L.S./M.F.T.—Luckies Strike Means Fine Tobacco.

For the thing you want most in a cigarette... for better taste—cleaner, fresher, smoother taste... Be Happy—Go Luckies!

L.S./M.F.T.—It’s not only the very best, it’s the best for you.

On Sunday March 26, 1983

Mr. Freund has become an auth-

(Continued on Page 4)
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Lucky Strike

For a Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother Smoke...

Be Happy—Go Luckies!
Texas, Rice, SMU Picked Over A&M, Baylor TCU
By Thresher Sports Staff
The Southwest Conference closes out its regular season activity this Saturday with two games on the card. The Owls, with a possible score, will finish in eighth, engage the Baylor Bears in Waco. Southern Methodist, fighting to maintain its present position in the number two spot, take on Texas Christian in Dallas.

Texas and Texas A&M meet in Austin tomorrow for their annual Thanksgiving battle. Forgetful fans that there would be no Friday issue this week, that prediction was given in last week’s. The staff favors Texas over A&M, 27-7.

SMU vs. TCU

The two Southwest Conference opponents of the wide open ball of line meet head on and it should be a top game from the spectators’ viewpoint. SMU’s well balanced attack was halted in the rain by Baylor last week and to add to the misery, the Owls’ five game losing streak earlier in the year was continued when A&M outscored SMU 50-26. This week’s game should be a hard test of the Owls’ new scoring combination against George Sauer’s team.
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South Texas Rice Institute

The Rice Institute of Dallas, Texas, is a coeducational, non-sectarian institution of higher learning, offering a four-year undergraduate program in the liberal arts and sciences.
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